Judaism is Built on Holocaust of Gentiles

In the Torah, the Jews made a holocaust out of the People of Canaan and even slaughtered the livestock and burnt them in bloody heaps to Yahweh as the Holocaust of burnt offering. However, in Hebrew this word Holocaust is Olah.... In the Jewish Mishnah, the Rabbis call the process of creating the Jewish Messianic Global Kingdom Tikkun Olam. That A is also the vowel Ah. It is Tiklum Olahm, meaning one thing: Offering up the entire Gentile Peoples of the world as sacrifice to Yahweh as a holocaust. The Torah states that there are five types of animals to be blood sacrifices to Yahweh. Cattle, or Goyim in Hebrew, is one of them. The Jews call us the non-Jews, Goyim. It goes from Olah to Olam.... Because M is the letter of Messiah in Kabbalah. This is what the Messiah must accomplish for the Jews.
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